this approach was clear. From the rneasurements of vbiMe light curve, UV and
X we know that these binaries are seats
of magnetic activity. Furthermore, R is
gmerally believed that high AML is controlling the evolution of theser binaries
towards the singla-& stage,involving
mass transport from the secondaty to
the primary component. Nobody presently understands how this mass transport takes place and how it is Interacting
with magnetic, tidal and Corfolk forces.
It can be hoped that from a better survey of the brightness inhomogenelties
on the surface, a better insight In the
origin of Wese inhomogenehie$, and related large-scale motions, can be obbind.
Our first results ate encouraging for a
further development of the applicdion
of this method. However, we feel that
the next step wilt most probably require
the use of the 3.6-m telescope, to have
the possibility of enlarging the observable sample and of analysing less
strong (and simpler) spectral lines.
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hence the use of the appropriate model
atmospheres. However, on a more qualitative ground, we know that darker
toms correspond to colder areas; from
a flrst rough estimate S 1.83 corresponds to 350 K above the mean and
S = 0.5 to 400 K below.
The similarity between the photometric and spectroscopic maps is evident,
at least with reference to the distribution
on a large scale. In both cases the fitting
of the data requires a smooth nonuniform temperature distribution with
the stdlar poles hotter than the backs
and the equators. Therefore we can say
that the mbdels from photometry and
spectroscopy are at this level fully consistent. On the other hand, the detailed
analysis of the s u b e features requires
a less simple treatment, that we are still
developing. Even In absence of spots

-

we have a T distribution over the surface, which implies a varim-on of the line
equivalent width and affects the reference values of S 0.e. the value m e spondhg to the unperturbed photosphere). To disentangle this effect from
the actual brightness variation we are
undertaWng the computation of local
profiles by means of model atmo-

spheres.

3. Discussion and Conclusions
The Doppler imaging was already
successfully applied to less rapidly
rotating cbjby other people, but as
far as we know never to W UMa stars.
Wrth this experience we intended to examine if it Is also possible to obtain new
fnforrnatlon about these capricious,
rapidly rotating objects. The reason for
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Are the Nebulae Around R Coronae Borealis Stars Evolution
or Ejection Related?
D. POLLACCO, Department of Physics and Astronomy, St. Andrews University, Scotland
The R Coranae Borealis p CB) stars
are a rare group of cool hydrogen-deficient supergiants whose Ilght variations
are characterized by dramatic fading of
up to visual mag. 9 and a slow recovety
to maximum. Spectroscopicdly they
appear to be extremely hydrogen-deficient and carbon rich. Their evolutionary
history has been the source of much
controversy. Mixing scenarios for single

AG8 stars (Schonbemer, 1986) have
been unable to reconcile the observed
photospheric abundance3 with model
predictions. Recently two rather exotlc
scenarios have emerged that address

this problem:
The last thermal pulse scenario (Renzini, 1979, 1981 and lben et al.,
1983). Calculations have shown that
If a whie dwarf suffers a thermal

pulse it may be intense enough to reignite a helium-burning shdl sending
the star towards the AGB for a mond time ('h
again' AQB star). The
R CrS stars are suspected to be at
this stage. This process is accornpanied by large-scale mixing of the
photosphere. Although the computational work is great it does appear
that the time spent at the AGE is

8gr is rapidly evolving towards #he red
supergiant region of the HR diagram
probably the R Cr3 reglon,
In order to test this scenwb more
tbmugh~ywe (Poltacco et d., 1891)
have used the Wr to #arch for falnt
nebulae around cool R CrB stars. Multiple [mageswere obtained of UW Cen In
very deep minima that dearly show the
star to be surrounded by a faint (and
small) nebula of unusual physical
appearance Fig. 3). The morphology
conaists of a fainter outer envelope of
circular appearance wblle the central
p&
are dominated by a palr af
reasanably
collimated and diagonally
Rgurs 1a/b; #wow-bandimages of V 546 Sgrand Its surmuding nebula &ken with tfra ESCa/
MPl2.2-m teIn 1 ~ 7ln. each c~dscr re am ten mnWm w d y W
the opposed "jets" (I use thls word Ilghtty).
Narrow-band imaging and spectra
sky level and the peak flux h the centrrrl WE.
mse images am m L h t U u m subaltbwgh dWferences in the PSF thrwgh the d l m n t fltem and images show that mm%stellar (Fig. 4) owned with the M n suggest
midue m a i m
that the nebular emlsslon is dominated
by a scattering component with no obvious signs of line emission (our detecDestrongly mass dependent and even These Images are continuum subtracted tor had little efflclencyat A3720
for the lowerst mass o b w may be and show an amazing morphology spite h e omhelming excelknce and
too short to account for the sus- d M n c e (normally lmqes of PN in hence enjoyment of uslng the MTI; this
J m i h sttuc- nrn was overshadowed by a certain
pected R CrS lifetimes. Subsequent these ions display m~@lly
evolubon is via a S~h:Rbnbemr
track tures). Spectroscopy obtained wtth the student who shall remain nameless
to the white dwarf configuraffon.
M T (Ag. 2) shows the nebula to be of who found during a long stew that he
The merged wfilte dwarf m a r f o low excltatlon. An analysis of this Id- was unable to control the contents of
(Webbink, 1984). It Is thought posst cated that bllurn Is heavily membun- his stomach.
This structure is proving difficult to
ble that a double dggenemte binary a n t , while simple and more oornpl2consisting af He and CO white cated modelling faild tn predict the ob- understand m the context of the
dwarfs may lose suPFicient angular served nebular ionrzatlon and extent at evolutionary scenarios & out above.
momentum by gravitational radia- the inferred surface temperaturn of the Mwever, considering the ejection vetiodmatern'al ejection to allow the central siar (-20,000 K: SchBnbemer locities lrnplled by chromospherjc lines
)''s observed during the despterm to merge within a Hubbb and Heber, 1986). However, conver- (-200 km
tlme. h these circumstances it is ex- gence was achieved using black-body cline to minimum, these structures
pected that the lighter He d W will models (the limlflng case) if the stellar could m l l y be poduoed within the
be smeared muhd the other pro- temperature wa8 raised by some 10,000 theomt'cal age of the R CtB phase
ducing the obsewed abundanoes.
K (Pollacco ef al., 1090)-UV spectra do (SchBnbemeP, 187). Hewe It is more
The firat clues to the e v o l u d o n ~ not give any indicatbns of mother body Ilkdy that the jet structure Is related to
status of the R CrS stars may have been In the system, so we are forced to the process causing the minima. In line
et d. (1901) sug@
fwnd by Herbig (19491988) who while =pt
that V 348 Sgr must have been with this, Polo b w i n g the proto-type R CrB in deep hotter In the recent past (the reoomblna- that in UW Cen and by lmplicatlon all R
mlnima found possibk evidence of [O Ir] tion t l m l e of the nebula is Cr6 stars, there is also &jetIn or close to
h3727/9A emission. These lines only 120-2300 yr). We cmlude that V 348 the tine ofsight.
occur in low-temperahre and density
material and suggest that R ch-6 may be
sumwnded by ;?ow-surface b r i g h k
nebula. lRAS obmvations of R CrB
have revealed the presen- of a huge
fossil dust shell (Walker, 1986) some 8
pc in diametw. Gillett et 4.(1986) tried
to undestand the haaflng of the shell
but concluded that the stellar and Intarstellar radiation fields are far too W l e
to account for the obsmed shell tempetaturn.
The hot R CrB stars are thought to be
similar to the R CrS stars but have much
higher ph-pheric
tempetaturn
Pollaem, 1989, Pallaoco and Hill, 1MI).
f h e brightest member of this elm, V348
Sgr, Is known to be surrounded by a faint
.
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nebula. Figure 1db shows the nebula's
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morphology as o h w e d through Ha
-mw
and [NIU ~ 8 ' 4 A
narrow-band fllters u k Flgum 2: sum of 5 hr wwth of IPES spectra tam Wm'theR4f In 1987. N& me w~uuely
fng the ESO/MPI 2.2-m telescope re- strongappsmce of~sl1587dwhbhIs mtexpmwfwlaaentmlaclwoeofthistum (-rn,,oOo @
motely from Gaming.
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